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ABSTRACT

In this work we investigate the spectrum of the non-relativistic Krönig~Penney Hamilto~

nian H„, = -3*%+oi Zméz 6(·—(2m+1l2rl perturbed by ashort-range potential „\W and the

spectrum of its relativistic counterpart obtained by replacing the Schrödinger Hamiltonian

Ha with its relativistic analogue Ifo,.

The interesting feature of both spectra is that they have gaps and that bound states may

occur in such gaps as a consequence of the presence of the short-range potential representing

the impurity. Such bound states, often called "impurity states" in the solid state physics

literature. are important with regard to the conductivity properties of solids.

We show the existence of such bound states of H, + „\W in each sufficiently remote gap

ofits essential spectrum if the integral of W is different from zero and the 1 + 6-moment of

W is finite for some 6 > 0. Furthermore, if the potential has a constant sign we prove that

there is only one bound state in each sufficiently remote gap.

We shall see that in the relativistic case one may have more than one bound state in

each remote gap under the same assumptions on W. Nevertheless, we shall see that such

additional bound states cannot appear in the range of energies of solid state physics.
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Introduction

In this work we are concerned with some quantum-mechanical models desciibing the

motion of a particle in an iniinite one—dimensional crystal with impurities, in both the

non—reIativistic case and the relativistic case.

.As is well known. the simplest mathematical model for such a physical situation is given

by the Hamiltonian ( or energy operator) of the type

where Ho represents the "free Hamiltonian", l/Q,„ is a periodic real—va.lued function repre·

senting the periodic potential experienced by the quantum-mechanical particle inside the

crystal and W is another real—valued function desciibing the impurity.

The Hamiltonian Hg+l»'},„ is the mathematical realisation of the so-ca.lled "one—electron

model of a solid'°which is based on the following assumptions:

1) The solid is assumed to consist of an electron gas immersed in a background of

positive ions arranged in a regular lattice.

2) The electron-electron interactions are neglected and only interactions between each

single electron and the positive ions situated at the lattice points are considered.

This second assumption may seem unreasonable and made only in order to simplify the

quite complicated many-body problem arising from the model based only on assumption

1). However. assumption 2) becomes more reasonable when the atomic potential is replaced

by an averaged one and the electron mass by the so-called "effective mass". Furthermore,
‘

there is experimental evidence that electrons move almost freely inside a metal.

3) The solid is supposed to be iniinitely extended and each positive ion gives rise to the

same potential.
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l
This assumption makes the interaction strictly periodic and is based upon the fact that

the solid consists of a number of positive ions of the order of Avogadro's number.

4) "Higher-order"eii‘ects. eg. lattice vibrations, spin-orbit coupling, electron-phonon

interactions. are neglected. Relativistic corrections will be taken into account by considering

the Dirac Hamiltonian in place of the Schrödinger Hamiltoniau.

Throughout this work we will make use ofa particular type of periodic potential. namely

L'},„!i:)=2:a6(1:~—«\) ({.2)

A•5.\

with cx < 0 and A being a lattice in IR ( for simplicity, we will choose A = (2E + 1)1r ).

As we mentioned in the comments to our second assumption, the periodic Coulomb type

potential is to be replaced by an averaged one having a singularity at each lattice site and

being almost constant inside the lattice cell. Therefore it is quite natural to approximate

such a potential by means of the potential on the right·hand side of ([.2). This particular

approximation is an example of what is called a muffin-tin potential in the solid~state physics

literature ( see (1)).

The Hamiltonian

H0+V,„=-g-i+Za6(·—Ä) (I.3)..m dx:) MA
( in units such that ib; = 1 ) is the well·known "Krönig-Penney model“of a solid ( see (2))

which has become a traditional subject in any introductory course in solid—state physics.

Despite the simplicity of such a model, Krönig and Penney were able to show the essential

feature of the energy spectruin of an electron in a solid, namely the fact that the spectrum

consists of a union of "bands ", i.e. closed intervals. Between two consecutive bands there

is an open interval of forbidden energies which is called "gap".

Furthermore, the Krönig-Penney model is already suiilcient to explain the ditferent
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behaviour of metals and insulatois with regard to conductivity. Let us briefiy recall this

point.

Since we are dealing with an electron gas. a crucial role is played by the so-called Fermi

energy which is defined by means of the following equation

. ,
xx? _

/Ä-EF) = ; Ui)

where p(·) is the density of states, N the number of electrons surrounding each nucleus and

the factor 2 comes from the Pauli principle ( for all these statistical mechanics definitions

we refer to (3)).

If Ep is located at the bottom of a gap between the "valence" band ( the filled band )

and the "conduction
“

band ( the empty band ), then a certain finite amount of energy is

needed in order to give rise to a current and therefore we have an insulator. If Ep is not

located at the upper edge of the valence band then we have a conductor. The distinction is

not always sharp since there are many intermediate cases such as semiconductors for which

the gap between the two bands is small or semimetals for which the Fermi energy is very

close to the top of the valence band. Furthermore, one should take account of the fact that

the real solid is not in the zero—temperature ground state but rather in a finite temperature

state.

After this physical digression, we would like to point out some mathematical questions

related to the Kröriig-Penney Hamiltonian.

As is well known. in order that an unbounded operator of the type -;l·„;ä- + V may

represent the Schrödinger Hamiltonian for a non-relativistic quantum-mechanical particle

of mass m in the presence of an external potential V it must be self-adjoint.

We are not going to recall the classical results about the self-adjointness of Schrödinger
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Hamiltonians of the type H = Hg + l},„ since they can be found in the treatise by Reed

and Simon (4) to which we shall constantly refer throughout the present work.

As it stands, the Hamiltonian ([.3) is merely a formal expression and therefore it is

necessary to define it as a self-adjoint operator acting on L2(IR).

This has been done by several authors using different methods and their results have

been summarised in E5) which constitutes our main reference.

The rigorous definition of the Schrödinger Hamiltonian for a quantum mechanical par·

ticle of mass m = ä- in the presence of the Krönig-Penney potential Z„€za6( ·
—(‘2n

+ 1)¤r)

is as follows:

_Aa,(2I+1)r = -1gYv

{J 6 H’·‘<_lR) n
H’·’(}R — (21 +1m|

j'((2n +1)>r+)- f'((2n +1)vr-)= af((21t+1)1r),n E Z}

(I.5)

The operator —A„I(2g+{), can also be defined as

_1 *9 . . d0
Ul'Aa.(2Z+1)tlU = l'“A¤,(2Z+1)r(9ll T

(L6)
[0.2:) -7*

where ZI is the unitary transformation between Hilbert spaces given by the closure of

U 2 SUR) —• L7 ([0,21r), gg; L2[0, 2x))

(Uf)(Üi·Fl = Znégezfiwflß + Zim)

1: 6 [0,‘2ir),9 E [0,2:r), for any f E 5(B)

(1.7)

where the operators 'A¤_(Q|;_1)*(Ü), called the fibres of Ll[-A,,,7(„„„)„]Z4‘1, are defined as

follows

'D (—A,,,,(;»g+{)„(H)) = {fil), ·) E H2·1((0.2r)) 0 Hm ((0,2x) — {¤r})| (I 6)
f(9,21r) = e'2"'_f(9,0), f'(9.2:r) = e‘2"'f’(9,0),

H

f'(9, ¤+) — f'l9„ ir-) = ¤.f(9„ fl},
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{or any 9 E [0,2r), [0,*21r) being the Wigner-Seitz cell for our lattice ( consult (4) for the

definitions of Wigner-Seitz cell and Brillouin zone ).

—A,,_(2;„,U„(9) is nothing else but the self·adjoint operator (—$) 0+ ¤6(- — x) defined

by means of the KLMN theorem as the self·adjoint operator whose quadratic form is

, . . 112 —-. .(tv, (L9)
0

for any 1)·,q$ E Q being the self-adjoint oper-

ator defined as follows

1
dl _- dl( te)., - we

D
Ef'(9.2x)=

e'2’"'f’(9,
0)}. for any 9 E[0,21r)

(1.10)

( see (4) and (5) for the direct integral decomposition of periodic Schrödinger operators and

(6) for the KLMN theorem ).

The operators 9 E [0, 21r) are the fibres of the one·dimensional free Laplacian.

Let us briefiy reca.ll that the three-dimensional analogue of the Krönig-Penney model

is more complicated due to the {act that the KLMN theorem is not applicable in order to

define operators such as —A + »\6(·) on L2(]R3) or (—A)0
+ /\é(~) on L2(Q)„ Q being the

Wigner—Seitz cell of any three·dimensional lattice.

One of the methods used to define such operators is the so·called ‘convergence in the

resolvent sense’of nets ( or sequences ) of Schrödinger Hamiltonians with scaled short-range

potentials belonging to the Rollnik class ( see (5), (6), (7) ), i.e. Hp = —A + and

Hp(9) = (-A), + ( see (5) and the literature cited therein, in particular (8) and

(9) )·
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Once one has been able to define —£-;- + Znélaöß — (211 + 1)1r) as a self—a,djoint

operator on a dense domain in L2(]R) it is possible to perform the spectral analysis of such

ari operator.

As is well known. the spectrum of is purely discrete, the eigenvalues
E«‘f”‘(9)

being given by the roots of the Krönig—Penney equation

cos9 = cos 21rx/-E+ —(Lsin 21r~/E ([.12)2»/E

for any fixed 9 E [0,21: ).

It follows from the results of the direct integral decomposition theory that the spectrum

of the operator on the right-hand side of ([.6) is given by

’X)(U[E§H1(0),E§'„1(1r)]) U [E§'·( ir), E§’k(0)]) ([.13)

k:0 k:1

and that the Krönig·Penney Hamiltonian has a purely absolutely continuous spectrum ( see

(_5) Theor.III.2.3.3 V).

The Krönig-Penney model can be made more realistic by introducing a potential rep-

resenting various types of impurities which occur in real solids.

Impurities in solids are usually divided into three categories:

1) Interstitial impurity: in this case the impurity is given by an atom situated inside a

lattice cell and therefore the potential representing such an impurity is significantly different

from zero around the point where the impurity is located:

2) Substitutional impurity: in this case the impurity is given by an atom of different

type replacing an atom of the crystal at one of the lattice sites. Consequently, the quantum~

mechanical particle will experience a potential sensibly different from the periodic one in

the Wigner-Seitz cell around the particular lattice site where the impurity has been located;
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3) Defect impurity or vacancy: it can be regarded as a special case of a substitutional

impurity whose potential at one of the lattice sites is exactly the opposite of the potential

created by the atom of the solid at that particular point of the lattice. Therefore the particle

does not experience any potential in the Wigner—Seitz cell arond that site ( it is clear that

in the case of the Krönig-Penney crystal a defect impurity will be given by a ö—function

whose coupling constant is the opposite of the one of the 6-function of the Krönig-Penney

potential).

The importance of "impurity levels"in solids is due to the fact that such bound states

reduce the width of the gap in which they are situated. This feature has important con-

sequences from the point of view of conductivity properties of solids. Furthermore, such

impurity levels lead to a selective absorption of certain photon energies which is an impor-

tant element in the theory of the colour of crystals. Let us briefly explain this phenomenon

by considering the case of the AIZO; crystal ( Corundum ). Such a crystal has a wide gap

between the first and the second band and is transparent and colourless. Impurities are

introduced by replacing some of the Al*+*-ions by means of Cr*’*+-ions or Ti**+. In the

former case one obtains Ruby, in the latter Sapphire. The reason is that in the former

impurity levels lead to absorption of green light while in the latter we have absorption of

yellow light. Thus the impure crystals appear in their typical complementary colours, red

in the case of Ruby and blue in the case of Sapphire ( see (10)).

The first results about the Krönig-Penney model with impurities represented by point

interactions were discovered by Saxon and Hutner in (ll) and can be found in a more

rigorous mathematical fashion in (5).

In this work we prefer considering impnrities given by Ll(B)—functions whose 1 +

6-moment is finite since we want to give some general results about the number of bound
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states of H, + AW, H, being the self-adjoint operator defined by ([.5), and H, + AW, the

relativistic analogne, in the gaps of 0„,( H, + AW) and 0,,,(H, + AW) respectively.

The existence of bound states of H, + AW in every gap sufficiently far out can be shown

when W is a. definite-sign L1(lR)—function by using the expression of (H, — E)‘l
given

by means of the Gelfand transform. as done in (12). The proof can be easily repeated for

H, + Aw.

The finiteness of the number of bound states of H, + AW and its relativistic analogue in

the gaps of their spectra will be implied by the finiteness of the first moment of the potential

representing the impurity. However. there is a difference between the non-relativistic case

and its relativistic counterpart: in the former there will always be only one eigenvalue of

H, + AW in every gap sufficiently far out, while in the latter there might be cases in which

H,+ AW has more than one bound state in every gap sufficiently far out both in the positive

and negative part of its spectrum.

Nevertheless, we shall see that in usual physical situations. that is to say when the

energies of the periodic interaiction of the crystal and of the impurity are in the range of

energies of solid-state physics, such additional bound states cannot appear.

Let us now give a brief description of the content of each section.

In section 1 we compute the Green’s function for the Hamiltonian H, in the gaps of

its spectrum by using well-known properties of second order differential equations with

periodic coeflicients. The expression of the Green’s function of H, will be used in section 2

in order to write the Birman·Schwinger kernel (sgniV)|l/V|}?(H, — E)"|W|'f explicitly for

E belonging to a gap in the essential spectrum of H, + AW where W is a function in LWB)

with finite l + é-moment and with integral different from zero.
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We shall basically follow the method used by Zheludev in (13) and (14) in order to

show that the Birman-Schwinger kernel diverges on a one—dimensional subspace when E

approaches either end point of the gap. This fact will be crucial in the proof of Theorem

2.2. in which the existence of bound states of H0 + AW in every gap sufficiently far out will

be established.

In section 3 we shall be concerned with the number of bound states of Ho, + AW located

in the gaps of its essential spectrum when W has a definite sign. In particular, it will be

shown that there is only one bound state in every sufficiently remote gap of the essential

spectrum of such an operator. Furthermore, estimates on the number of bound states in

each gap of o‘„,(H,,, - AW”),(A > 0,W 2 0) will be given. Finally, the number of bound

states in the unbounded interval (-00, E{'(0)) will be estimated and it will be shown that

for oz = 0 one obtains the bound given in (15).

Section 4 is devoted to the calculation of the Green’s function of IL, the relativistic

analogue of the Krönig-Penney Hamiltonian.

In section 5 the method of section 3 will be used in order to estimate the number

of bound states of IL - AW(_A > 0,W 2 0) in the remote gaps of the spectrum of the

operator. As anticipated, it will be seen that in the relativistic case one may find more than

only one bound state in every sufficiently remote gap. The nature of the possible additional

bound states is different from that of the bound state arising from the aforementioned

divergence of the Birman-Schwinger kernel at the endpoints of each gap since the additional

bound states disappear as bound states in the non-relativistic limit (c —· 00) while that

particular eigenvalue converges to the non-relativistic bound state as c —·• 00. Therefore

such additional bound states are to be regarded as "Dirac localised states" according to the

terminology introduced in papers such as (16) and (17) while the other eigenvalue is said
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to be a "relativistic bound state".

In relation to the papers just mentioned, it will be shown that in the particular case

of an interstitial impurity given by a ö—function of strength »\ situated at the midpoint

between two adjacent lattice sites there is a "Dirac localised state"in each gap of the type

(E§‘N(0),E;'Nj1(0))ortEf„_„+1)ij0),Ef,N(0)) when both the periodic potential of the solid

and the impurity are attractive (oz < 0. A < 0).
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1) The Green‘s function for H, = —j% + azméz 6(· — (2m + 1)%) inside the

gaps of its essential spectrum.

In this section we will explicitly determine the form of the Green's function G„(1:,y; E)

for the self-adjoint operator forrnally given by H, = —i-1;; + o12„,€z6(· - (2m + 1)%),

(cz E IR, oz qé 0) for E belonging to one of the gaps of the spectrum of H,.

For simplicity, let us assume E E (E§‘N(0),E§N+,(0)V), N E N since everything can be

carried out similarly when E E (E§N_,( %), E§N(%)).

In order to find the Greens function for the equation

I av . . (1.1)
mel

with E belonging to the gap written above, we first notice that the gaps of the first type

are characterised by having the discriminant D(E) greater than 2 at all their points, while

those of the other type have D(E) < -2 ( see (4),(5) and (18) ).

It follows from the well-known properties of Hill's equation ( see (18)) that our problem

is reduced to studying the equation

—§:·¢+ a6(· — %)¢ = Ev)

4>(2«) = e*"«»(0)
¢>'(2%) = @*’<(>'(0)

( 1.2)

9 E [0,2%), in the gaps with D(_E) > 2, while in the gaps with D(E) < -2 the only

modiücation is a minus sign in front of the exponential in the boundary condition in (1.2).

Let us choose co of the form

Av) cos sin 0 S 17 S
(vi (vi

A2 cos 2%)+ B2 sin x/Eh: - 2%), % S 1: S 2%

(1.3)
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(
The boundary conditions on 0 and its first derivative enable us to write the coefficients

AU), Bw) as functions of the coefficients .4)),), BU) respectively and we have2 2 1 1
AQ) = 610AQ)
EQ) =

eißßiä)

(1.4)

Furthermore, by imposing the continuity of the function 0 at 1: = : we obtain

0(vr) =
Aid) cos x/B: +

Bi") sin x/B: cos s/B: sin ~/B: (1.5)

Since ii
sin cos ¤/B:]

0'(vr_) =
t/E- i—.4i0) sin t/B: +

Bi') cos x/B:]

(1.6)

the 6—condition
0’(vr+)

-
0’(vr_

) = a0( vr) gives

:0 _
+1)sin x/Br -1)cos x/Bvri [1+ cos x/B:

(1.7)

which finally leads. by using (1.5). to the equation

cosh9 = cos 2vr~/E + fäsin 2vrx/B (1.8)

The right-hand side of (1.8) is exactly F„,(E) appearing in the Krönig-Penney relation

(I.12) ( for the graph of F„,(E) see (5) pag.268 ). Since F„(E) has a maximum in each

gap where D(E) > 2, i.e. (E§_v(0)„ E§N+i(0)), VN E IN we can split the interval into two

subintervals in order to have F,,,( E) monotone in each of the two subintervals.

Therefore, in each subinterval we can define

•9=cosh'°) (cos2vr«/E+—§%sin2:\/E) >0 (1.9)
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This implies that for E belonging to either subinterval we have two independent so-

lutions of (1.2) which can be extended to the whole real axis in order to give the two

independent solutions of (1.1 1, namely

D8 1

¢>‘;_E(1:)=
ei"‘°

[cos \/F11? — 2mr 1 i 7;-%-cot 1/Ex sin i/EU: - 2m1r)] = e*""°pt(1:,E)

' (1.10)

with pt(z + 2x,E) = pt(x.E), for any 2: E [(2m -1)r,(2m + 1)1r) and any m E Z with

9 = H(E) as defined by (1.9).

We notice that
<1>‘;E

E L2(—00.0) while
<z>‘Ä1E

E L2(0, +00). Consequently, the function

45% defined by
¢>" (:1 er S 0<!>‘E(r)

= I":
¢-1E(,$l 17 > Ü

(1.12)

belongs to L2(IR).

In order to determine the expression of the Greene function we must compute the

Wronskian related to (bj} and ¢$‘f_E. Due to the form of the equation, the Wronskian is a

constant given by

W(E)=x/-Ecotx/E:r—älL}i-Q- (1.13)
1 + cosht}

Thus
. 1 + cosh 0

W(E " = ——-————— 1.14[ H 2x/Fsinhöcot (/Ex
( )

· Therefore the Greene function related to (1.1) for E belonging to either subinterval is

given by
f, (I E)

(1 +coshl9)tan>r»/-E: ¢°:.1g(I)¢’>Ü_;;(I/l I Sy
J 1 :y

2(/Fsinhß ¢>‘Ä1_;;(Il¢'j',1g(y) -¤ > U

(1.15)
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with
¢>‘f,E

and qbjyg defined as above.

After performing some calculations we finally get:

1
G„(1:, y; E) =

—e“’"""‘°°
[()3(9))“l tan ~/Er cos \/E(x — 2m¤r)cos ~/E(y — 'Zmr)-2~/E

—ß(9) cot x/Ex sin x/EU: - Zmw ysin 1/Elly — 'Znx) — sin x/EQ: — y| — 21r|m — n|)]

”
(1.16)

for any 17 E I„, = [(2m—1)vr,(2m + l)vr),y E I„ =[(2n—1)vr,(2n +1)1),m.n E Z with

' h(96 6 = ..*}}.*1...i 1 + cosh9

It is not difficult to check, by using (1.8) and the relation cosh29 —sinh29 = 1 that

5(9(E)) ~ const · |E - E§'N(0)|i° (1.17)

in a. right neighbourhood of E§N(0) and similarly in a left neighbourhood of the other

endpoint of the gap (E§N(0), E§’N+1(0)) where the constant is positive.

If a > 0 then E§'N(0) = N2, while when 11 < 0 we have E{,V+1(0) = N2 ( a complete

description of at Ha) can be found in (5)HI.2.3.). By using (1.17) and the behaviour of the

function cot (/Ex near the endpoints of the gap we obtain the following results:

a)if¤>0thenasE—•Nf_

—,8(9)cots/E-¤'~-—-Ei-? (1.18)
(E — N’)=

and as E ·-» E§N+1(0)-

-616)«>1 „/is} ~ -c0nst (1.19)

by) if a < 0 then as E —• E§'N(_0)+

—8(9)cot ~/Er ~ const~(E-E§N(0))i (1.20)

l 14



and as E —> NE
t

-d(9)cot s/Ex ~
ig-i— (121)(N2 -.2)%

where the constant is always positive.

We shall use these results in the next section.
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2) Existence of bound states of H, + AW in the distant gaps of its essential

spectrum.

In this section we will prove the existence of bound states of Ha + AW in each gap

sufficiently far out under the two following assumptions on the potential W representing

the impurity:

/
(1+l1:|)1“L6|VV(.z:)|d1: < oo (2.1)

IR

for some 6 > 0 ( we shall see that we need the 6 in order to have only trace·class operators

in the following A), and
'/i

W(1:)da: ;é 0 (2.2)
IR,

The present author has shown in (12) that the Harniltonian written above has bound

states in each sufficiently remote gap of its spectrum in the case ci = 1 assuming that

W E
L‘(B)

and has constant sign. The proof is based on the Birman-Schwinger principle,

for which we refer to (4) and (19), and the Gelfand expansion for the resolvent of the

unperturbed Krönig-Penney Hamiltonian ( the theorem about the existence of such an

expansion for N·dimensional Schrödinger Hamiltonians with periodic potentials can also be

found in (4) ).

In this work we are going to use a different method which exploits the explicit expression

of the Green’s function G,,,(1:, y; E) given by (1.16). This method will enable us to investigate

the number of bound states in the gaps of cr(H„, + AW) in section 3.

We want to mention that the case of a Hamiltonian with a piecewise continuous periodic
4

potential in place of the Krönig-Penney one and with an impurity W whose integral is

zero has been investigated by Firsova in (20) under the further assumptions that W is

reflectionless and its second moment is finite showing that in such a case there are no
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I
eigenvalues in the remote gaps of the spectrum.

Furthermore, Deift and Hempel in (10) have given results about the existence of bound

states of H — A|W| in the gaps of a(H), H = -2*% + V where V is not assumed to be

periodic but has some “short range order", which produces gaps in 0(QH).

We briefiy recall here that if W E L1(IR) then H, + AW is the self-adjoint operator

defined by means of the KLMN theorem and its essential spectrum is exactly the absolutely

continuous spectrum of H, since AW is a compact perturbation in the sense of quadratic

forms ( see (4)XIII.4 Corollary 4).

In the following we shall only consider the case 11 < 0 corresponding to the physical

· situation of a spinless particle of negative charge in a Krönig-Penney crystal of positive

ions. Furthermore, we shall only analyse the behavionr of the Birman-Schwinger kernel in

the gaps of the type (E§‘N(0), N2) since everything can be carried out similarly in the case

of the gaps of the other type.

By using (1.16) the Birman-Schwinger kemel can be written as follows

s
A(sgnW)|W|i'(H, — E)‘1|W|i

= T§‘l(E) (2.5)
I:].

1) 5 . .
where the operators (E)}'

1
are defined by means of their mtegral kernels for a.ny

1: E I„,,y E I„, m,n E Z as followsz

T«l“(¢·!/;E) = %(ß(9))'1*¤¤ t/E*(Ss¤I1’))‘V|i(¤)¢$„1)(¤;E")I)’1'|i(u)<1>$,1)(y;E) (26)

with

¢1>gll(z.E)= e’l’"l‘)cosx/-Ä-°I(1:—2mx), (2.7)

(2.6)
2«/E

with
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«1>§,,2l(x;E) =
e“l'"l2

sin x/E(1:— 2m1r), (29)

T,§")(1:. g;E) um A

-(sgn¥V)|l·V|f(i.v)cos x/-E12: — ‘2m1r)|W|i(y) cos x/-§(y — 2mr) (2.10)

T§‘l(_.c,y; E) : -ii-_3(ß)c0; \/E;
[€‘l"*"*l8 _ €—(lmI+¤¤i)0] _

·(sgnW)|W|i(x)sin ~/LT(: — ‘2m1·)|W|i“(y)sin ~/E(y — 2111-) (2.11)

1, 1TÄ"(:„ 11; E) = @'l"‘“"'°(sgnW')|WIi(z) $111 1/E(|: — ul — 2x|m — »|)|W|’(u) (2.12)

It is easy to check that the functions og) and og) belong to L2(B.) F1 L°°(lR) so that

T§l)(E) and T§,2)(E) are rank—one operators.

As follows from (1.20) the nonzero eigenvalue of T§U(E) diverges as E —~ E§N(0)+

and vanishes at E =
N2 while from (1.21) we infer that the nonzero eigenvalue of T„l2)(E)

diverges as E -> NZ and vanishes at E = E§'N(0).

Furthermore, the operators T,g)(E),l = 3, 4, 5 are trace—class for any E E [E§N(0),N2]

for any N E ]N and are || ||_;-continuous functions of E on each closed interval written

above as the following theorem shows.
2

THEOREM 2.1. Let W be a real-valued function satisfying (2.1) and let T§l)(E),l = 3, 4, 5 be

the operator—va.lued functions defined as above. Then T,13)(E°) and T§‘)(E) have removable

18



singularities at both endpoints o{[E§y(0), N2],VN E N and can be made ll lly,-continuous

on every closed interval [E§N(0). N2] by delining

. . tan E°' (O)110133- 3 = 2 1 1 1-0 31..- 111 2.13
1g¢*)r1v*1=n HZ - Bing, Ty)(E) = 0 (2.14)

where R(E§N(0)) is the trace·c1ass operator with integral kemel given by

R(x,y; E§'N(0)) = (sgnW )|W|i'(.z:)cos g/E§N(0)(1: — 2mx) + |n| — |m — n|]·

·|W|i(y)cos (/EQ'N(0)(y — 2mr) (2.15)

{or any x E I„,,y E I„.Vm.n E E and

I¥.‘*<E2‘2<00 = M Ila. — B_ggwB T.t**<E> = 0 @.16)

T2
' YT§‘I(1) 2) = II HJ. — Blggi 11"(E)= :2%%$<1) 2) (217)

where 5(N2) is the trace-class operator whose integral kernel on lm X [„, Vm,11 E Z is

given by

$(1:,y; N2) = (sgnW)|W|i(1:)sin LVZ + |11| — |m — n|] |W|i(y)sin Ny (2.18)

Tä,5)(E) is ||_Z-continuous on [E§'N(0), N2],VN E N.

Paoorz It is not difiicult to check that the operators TÄ,l2(E), I = 3, 4, 5 are Hilbert-Schmidt

for any E E (E§'N(0),N2), VN E N and that they are J}-continuous functions in each gap

we are considering. Let us first show that (2.13) hoids with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt

norm.
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Since 9 —-> 0+ as E approaches either endpoint of (E§'N(0), N2),VN E IN we have

9—•m—n|9 _ €—(lml-«·ln|)0—;jm7—— S lml + |¤| — Im - nl (2.19)

and

dharär = lml + lnl — lm — nl (2.20)

Thus we have

—gm—nl0 _ —(|ml·q-lnl)0
l('sgnW)lWli'(x )cos x/Ela: — 2m1r) -

·|lV|i(y)cos ~/F(y — 2m¤')l S llVli(1:) + lnl — lm — nl] |VVli(y) (2.21)

for any E in a right neighbourhood of E§'_„(0) or in a. left neighbourhood of N2.

The right-hand side of (2.21) belongs to L2(R X R) since

[lml + I~I — Im — ¤Il° |W(y)ld=du s
mßéz I., XI,

S4 lW(=¤)I[¤¤i¤{|m|.I¤I}l2IW(v)ld¤dvS
mßez I„,XI•

S 4 S
m.n6I I"x I‘

4 ,. , 4S UuldwdvmlnélI, XI., ’

Therefore, by mea.ns of the dominated convergence theorem we get

. c ,/E2(0)lim
I|I'§3)(·, ·;E) — L-jLlR(·, ·;E§N(0))'l = 0 (2.23)

which implies that

(/E2 (OM . .1·
ionll = o (2.24)_; I
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and similaxly

Sigg, |IT§“’(E)||;. = 0 (2.25)

Let us show that T,Ä3‘(E) is trace-class for any E E (E§N(0), N2), VN E IN.

First of all, we notice that the trace-class norm of T§°l(E) is equal to that of the

seli-adjoint operator (sgitW)’[1,‘l·;fE) which implies

||TÄ.°)(E)||J, = ||(Ss¤¤iVi)‘T§,3‘<E)||J. = tr ([(¤s¤W)T.S,°’(E)]+) + ¢r ([(¤s¤W)T§°’(E)]-) =

rr=

2tr ([('sgnW")‘T,§3l(”E)]+) - tr ((sgnW)T§,3l(E)) (2.26)

At this point we are going to show that the operator

Z
e·*m·'·'**|w1%X,„ cos ),

xm being the characteristic function of Im, is a. positive trace·class operator for any 9 > O.

First of all. let us set

A
f(1:)|W(.z:)|i' cos )/-E(1: — 2mx)d1: = Cm (2.27)

where f is a generic L2(IR)—function.

The sequence {Cm}m€; belongs to MZ) since

j(z)|W’(a)|i cos ~/Fw: — 2mr)dz:I 5 2 |f(z)||W(1:)|id1: =
In

= /mlf(¤)||W(»)Iid—¢ S ||flI2|IW||i (228) .

Thus, for any 9 > 0 we have

cos
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'
= T-

Cr .,7;-1 —-lmlß .7:-1 I =
‘ ” ( { ml {8 1 l°···}lt¤1-„,

I LZ29 _
l 2

=
—————————— " 1 0 1Ä„ ew — 2e' cosp +1I {Cm HPM dp Z (2 29)

The tiniteness of the trace~class norm is guaranteed by condition (2.1) as follows from

an estimate completely analogous to the one we shall use in section 3 for the estimate of

the trace·class norm of 11511 .*)/2).

Since the operator is positive its trace-class norm is given by its trace which is simply

equal to the sum of the traces of the rank-one summands on the diagonal due to the {act

that the ofi°·diagona.l summands are nilpotent rank-one operators.

Since ß(9) > 0 {or any 9 > 0 and tan an/E is negative in every gap of the type

(E§N(0),N2) we see that the operator (sgnW)T,l„3)(E) is the sum of a positive rank-one

operator and a negative trace~class operator for any E in such gaps and consequently its

spectrum has infinitely many negative eigenvalues clustering at 0 and may have an addi·

tional positive eigenvalue. Therefore we obtain that the second summand in (2.26) is equal

to

1 h9t E . 1- ·*¤···•·' 1— |W(1: )|——ii-cosz x/EU: — 2m1r)d1: (2.30)
2\/E I s1nh9

mél
"‘

Since
cosgyéan

siilhß Ä* S
C 1

E1“ 0
|W(x)|dx (2.31)

V Eggvlo) I.,

for any E in a right neighbourhood of E§N(0_) (where C1 is an upper bound {or (1 + cosh 9)

in that neighbourhood) and the sequence on the right-hand side of (2.31) belongs to IHR),

due to the finiteness of the first moment of W, it follows from the dominated convergence
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theorem that the second summand in (2.26) is a continuous function of E in any open right

neighbourhood of the left endpoint of the gap being considered with a removable singularity

at E =
E§‘N(0)

since

(2.32)
mel ·•·

Therefore the second summand on the right-hand side of(2.26) can be made continuous

as a function of E in any closed right neighbourhood of E§'N(0), VN E IN.

Furthermore, since we have already shown the continuity of the operator-valued func-

tion TC),3)(E) in any closed right neighbourhood of E§'N(0) with respect to the LÄ-norm it

follows that each eigenvalue of (sgnW)TC),3)(E) is a continuous function of E converging to

the respective eigenvalue of the limit operator at E = E§N(0). In particular, the possible

positive eigenvalue „\£Q3:l_(E) is continuous as a function of E in any closed right neighbour-

hood of E = E§'_v(0_) which implies together with the continuity of the second summand of

the right-hand side of (2.26) that the trace—class norm of TC).3)(E) is a continuous function

of E in any closed right neighbourhood of E§N(0).

This fact and the L7;-continuity of Tg,3l(E) in any closed right neighbourhood of E§N(0)

imply by means of Grümm’s convergence theorem( see (21)) that T,)„3)(E) is „Ä—continuous

in any open right neighbourhood of E§'N(0).

Furthermore, the limit operator with respect to the LÄ;-norm topology is trace·class

since

sup "T§3l(E)H < oo
v6(@:„<¤>.E>

’*

( see (4) and (22)). Thus, in order to apply Grümm’s theorem again and obtain the LÄ-

continuity of T„),3)(E) at E§N(0)+ we need only show that

H Im E _ Q
E—•£_§{1(0)* C, ( — —llR(E2_·V(Ü)l|_7l (2.33)
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First of all, we claim that (sgnW )R( E§'N(0)) is a positive operator.

This can be seen by noticing that [ml + [nl- lm — nl is equal to zero if m and n have

different sign and equal to Eminllml, [nl} if their sign is the same. By setting

/
j(;:)|W(.r)l3 cos (/E§'N(0)(1: — 2m1r)d„1: = 7,,, (2.34)

I„.

for any f E LWR) we have V

(f,(sgnW)R( = E *7,,, + lnl — lm — nl] 7,, =
mnuil

2 7,,, [min{m,n}] 7,, 2 0 (2.35)
m,n>O

The last inequality is due to

N N

min{m, n}7„, 7,, = 7, Z 0 (236)
m.n:0 n:0 j2n

(the kernel min lm, nl has been investigated in the context of the theory of Brownian motion,

see (23) for example ).

Thus, the possible positive eigenvalue of (sgnW)T,l,3)(E) converges to zero as E —>

E§'N(0) and the trace-class norm of the limit operator is given by the sum of the traces

of the positive rank-one operators on the diagonal since the off-diagonal summands are

nilpotent rank-one operators. Therefore, the trace-class norm of the limit is exactly given

by the right-hand side of (2.32) and consequently we are allowed to use Griimm’s theorem

to get (2.13).

The same argument can be repeateui at the right endpoint of the gap in order to get

(2.14).

By rewriting the integral kernel of (sgnW)T,l4)(E) as

sinhbl ß(9)cot (/Ex „ L _ _ e'l"""l° — e"(l’“l‘l‘l"*l‘
- lf’V(2T)l* S11! N/El! ·· 277lT )
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-]W(y)|'1' 8l!1\/E(y‘2TlI’) (2.37)

and noticing that _
. — sin 2 6 cot E1

E—·1‘}§:(0)+ = 0 (238)

and

hm _ sinhzü co: „/E =
E—·N; 2(1+cosh-*1*21

= @39)
we obtain (2.16) and (2.17) by using the previous method since the spectrum of the operator

(sgnW)T,)‘)(E) contains infinitely many positive eigenvalues clustering at 0 and only one

possible negative eigenvalue.

From the expression of the integral kernel of TÄ5)(E) we easily get that Tc),5)(E) is

Hilbert-Schmidt for any E E [E§'N(0), N2], VN E IN and is ,72-continuous on those intervals

as a Jg-valued function of E.

It follows from (21) Prop.5.6. ( whose proof is substantially based on the method we

are going to use in the next section in order to estimate the trace-class norm of T,£5)(N2))

that T,£5)(E) is trace~class for any E E [E;„~(0), N2], VN E N if W satisfies assumption

(2.1) since

T‘]5)(E)= E
T;5)(E)|]_V„[_

+ T„],5)(E)]}__„}_„ (2.40)

m;¢n mel

and there is a constant C independent of E such that

1 1

II,-XLIIJI S C (2-41)

for any m,n E Z and the sequence on the right-hand side of (2.40) is snmmable as long as

W satisües 1;.1 ).
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Furthermore, the off-diagonal restrictions of T$5)(E) are rank-two operators and there-

fore their ,7;-continuity as functions of E implies their J]-continuity. As a consequence of

the method we shall use in the proof of Proposition 3.2., the restrictions on the diagonal.

namely TÄ,5)(E) |j___X;_ are also ß-continuous since they can be written as the product of

two Hilbert-Schmidt operatoxs which are both J;-coutinuous as functions of E, i.e.

1 _ 4 _ ·‘
T§5)(El I1,_„1,_= l|Wl?\„„ (ME - M/E) ·K„,,„(E) (2.42)

The J1-continuity of the restrxctions together with (2.41) imply the ,_Ä-continuity of

;r,£*’(E) on [E$'N(0),N2], viv 6 IN. „

Remark.We would like to remark that as a consequence of the proof we have just given

the trace-class norm of the operators (_sgnW)T§,l)(E), I = 3, 4 at the endpoints of each gap

is given by the formula

t1·(K) =/ k(a:,:1:)dx
in

which holds when K is positive and the kernel k(z, y) is continuous and when we can express

K as the product of two Hilbert-Schmidt operators( see ( 15),( 21 ),( 22 ) and (24)). This seems

to be another example of the validity of the following statement by Simon in (21): "If an

integral operator with kernel K occurs in some "natura.l" way and f|K(.2:.1:)|d:r < oo. then

the operator can ( almost always ) be proven to be trace-class ( although sometimes only

after some considerable eifort )".

As a consequeuce of Theorem 2.1. we have

1* Ti') E, = 0 2.43Ngpoo Ey€(g}:i<m,N,, ll 4 ( v)||.v, ( ) g
for I = 3. 4.5.

We brieily recall here that according to the Birman-Schwinger principle the eigenvalues

of H,,, + „\W are given by those E E p( H,,,)¤ IR for which there exists a nonzero w E L2(R)
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' satisfying the following equation

A(sgnI·V)|VV]i(H, — E)71|W|iv,é = -1ji (2.44)

which is equivalent to saying that the ergenvalues are those
E’s

in the gaps ( including the

unbounded gap on the left of the lowest band ) for which

(I + .\(sgnW)}W|l‘(H, —
E)‘1lI“V|i’)_1

does not exist as a bounded operator on L2(IR).

Therefore, since the Birman-Schwinger kernel (sgnW)|VV|i”(H, — E)°1|W|i' is trace—

class for any E E (E§„(0).N2).V.V E IN ( and in all the gaps of the other type ), the

eigenvalues of H, + AW are given by those E's inside each gap of 0„,(_H, + AW): 0( H,)

for which the following equation is satisfied

det (I + A(sgnW)|W|i(H, — E)'1|W|i) = 0 (2.45)

We would like to remark that if we had only shown that the Birman-Schwinger kernel

is Hilbert-Schmidt then we should have used the so-called Hilbert determinant ( see (21)
i)

in (2.45) in place of the usual Fredholm determinant paying the price of more complicated

formulae.

At this point we a.re able to prove the main theorem of this section concerning the

existence of bound states of H, + AW in every remote gap of its essential spectrum under

the assumptions (2.1), (2.2) on W.

THEOREM 2.2. If W satisfles (2.1) and {2.2) then there exists a band of 0*,,,(H, + AW) =

0(H,) such that H, + AW has at least an eigenvalue in each gap on the right of that band.

PRooF: As usual, we will give the proof only for the gaps of the type (E;„(0),N2) since

the proof for those of the other type is completely similar.
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First of all, we notice that if N is sufficiently large the integrals

I 2 2

/
wmrzx. dz

it 111 IR.

have the same sign for any Ep; E fE§_(—(0),N2),VN E N as follows by using the explicit

expressions of the functions «1>g)(·;E), I = 1,2 given in (2.7),(2.9), the identities 6:062.1: =

§(1 + cos 2:), sin): = äil — cos 2.:) and the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma in order to show

that

um E / 11*11)e·°*"'*‘*’<‘~> cos ,/1;,,,1: - 2m1r)da: : 0 (2.46)
NFN

mc! 1*··

Furthermore, due to (2.43) the operator (I-}- A2;3 Ty)(EN)) is invertible for N

sufficiently large so that
6

det (I+ ,\(sgnW)[W[i(H„ — EN)"1|W|1) = det (I+ AZ ‘T§,11(_EN))·
(:3

2 6 *1
de: 1 + 1 E i1*;'*1E,„—) [1 (2.47)

I:] (:3

and consequently if N is sufficiently large equation (2.45) is equivalent to

2 6 *1

.121 1 + 1 Z T§,‘*1E„1 [1 + 1 E T§,'1(E,v)[ : 0 (2.48)
(:1 (:3

Since the second summand inside the determinant in (2.48) is a rank-two operator with

eigenvalues »\ ;1gl(EN), I = 1,2 we can write the determinant as follows

2 6 *1

de: 1 +12 :1§')(E„) [1 + 1 E T,§'>1E„)[ : [1 + 1 „$,‘*(E„ 1] [1 +.1„$,,“>(E,„,)[ :
I:]. (:3

2 6 *1
:1+ 1 tr Z T§,‘l(Ey) [1+ 1 (2.49)

(:1 (:3

If we call »\7},,l)(EN ), I = 1, 2 the nonzero eigenvalue of

5 -1
1Tg')(1s,„,—) [1 +12: 2*;'>(£„)[ ,1: 1,2

(:3
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by using the linearity of the trace we can rewrite the right-hand side of (2.49) as follows

2
1+ 1 Z 1$,‘1(EN)+ 2* 11£,*><E„111£3>1 EN) (2-50)

1:1

Furthermore, the last summand of (2.50) can be expressed as follows

\2 2 5 '1 2

L; 11
1:1 · 1:3

V 2 6 1—L;tr-
1:1 1:3

2 6 *1

= .12 1,&11(E.1·)·1f,11(-F11) — er 1'[ T;'*1E.v1 11 +11:1
1:3

where we have exploited the property tr(AB) = tr (BA), VA,B E Ä ( see (25) ).

Let us consider each summand on the right~hand side of (2.51) separately. For the tirst

one we have
12 ~$„1’<E11)~$1’(EN) =

Ag 2 L 5 -1*
1W1' ‘1’11)(EN)» [I + 12 T«111(E1V)] ($g¤W)1W1’ ¢)11(EN) (2-52)

1:1 1:3

Due to (2.43) {or any 2\ > 0 there exists N such that VN > N we have

5
TU) E

11 — 2.53
EuE(E¥§,1[0),N') E °

(’ N) <
2Ä

( 1

:3 jl

and consequently for any N > N we get

5 -1
(1+12 T§‘1(EN)) < 2 (2.54)

1:3

which implies

1sup |~£.‘><E~ 111*116111 6 ~· 0 <266>
¤~6<E:„-(0)+N*) E2N(0’
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as N —> oo.

Similarly, since _

2 6 ·l
tr(:1

(:3

1 . A ‘ -1 L
- (:3

5 -1

- (|w|%6$3><12_„_). {1 + A (2.56)
(:3

we obtain
2 6 ·1 1

sup tr 1*'*(E„) 1+ A T(‘((ELv) S -—-||w||* - 0 (2.57)
E„6(1:;„(0),1v¤) g ° é ° E§'N(0) 1

as N -—• oo.

Therefore, the quadratic term in (2.50) is uniformly small for EN E (E§N(0). N2) when

N is sufficiently large.

Since all the quantities involved are real it is clear that the determinant on the left-hand

„ side of (2.48) is a. real-valued continuous function of EN in each gap (E§’N(0),N2) for any

N sufficiently large.

By using (2.43) it follows that for N sutficiently large the sign of

5 -1
(|w1%«1>Q>(E„). [1 + AZ 1= 1.2

(:3

is equal to the sign of

(IWIi¢$(((E„v)„(¤g¤W)IWI“i¢$(((E.v)), 1= 1.2

whose sign is in both cases equal to the sign of

/
VV(1:)d1:

ia
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when N is sufficiently large as shown at the beginning of the proof.

Thus, provided N is sutliciently large the right-hand side of( 2.49) diverges with opposite

signs at the endpoints of each gap <E§„·10),N’).

Therefore, the Intermediate Value Theorem enables us to conclude that for N suffi-

ciently large the determinant has at least a zero in each gap of the type being considered

which implies the existence of at least a bound state of Ha + AW in each gap (E§N(0), N2)

for N sufliciently large.;
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3) ·The number of bound states of H, + AW in the gaps of its essential

spectrum when W has a definite sign.

The main goal of this section will be to prove the uniqueness of the bound state of

H, + AW in each sulficiently remote gap of its essential spectrum if W satisäes (2.1) and

has a definite sign.

In order to achieve this we sha.ll estimate the number of bound states of H, + AW in

each gap of its essential spectrum and show that there is only one bound state in each gap

on the right of a certain band. precisely the bound state arising from the divergence at the

endpoints of each gap of one of the two rank-one operators Tl„I)(E), I = 1,2 of section 2.

In the second part of this section we shall give an estimate on the number of bound

states occurring in the unbounded interval (-00, E§"(0)).

Before stating and proving Theorem 3.1. we would like to point out that the reason

of the uniqueness of the bound state of the Hamiltonian being considered is basically the

factor CI? in the Green’s function which is typical of the non~relativistic one—dimensional

case. We shall see in section 5 that the relativistic case is different since we might have more

than one bound state in the remote gaps in the case of a sufficiently strong perturbation in

a sense that will be made precise in that section.

At this point we state and prove Theorem 3.1. which constitutes the main result of this

section.

THEOREM 3.1. IfW is a function of definite sign satisfying (2.1) then there exists a band of

0«•(H, + AW), A > 0 on the right of which each gap contains exactly one bound state.

PROOFI First of all, we notice that if W is a function of definite sign the Birman-Schwinger
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kernel is self·adjoint and (2.44) becomes

(3.1)

with the positive sign on the right-hand side if W S 0 and the negative one if W Z 0.

According to the Birman-Schwinger principle the number of bound states of H, + AW

inside a gap is equal to the number of
E”s

belonging to that gap for which (3.1) is satistied.

For simplicity, let us only consider the case when a is negative and the perturbing

potential is non~positive. that is to say the Hamiltonian is given by H,—A|W|, cx < 0, A > 0.

Such a Hamiltonian represents the energy operator for a spinless particle of negative charge

in a Krönig·Penney crystal with an attractive impurity.

As usual we shall give the proof only for the gaps of the type (Ef,'N(0), N2) since the

argument can easily be repeated for the gaps of the other type.

First of all, we know that the nonzero eigenvalues of A|W|i'( H, — E)“‘|W|i' are strictly

increasing functions of E inside each gap ( see (19) Lemma 2.1 ). This implies that {or any

E E (Eg‘N(0), N2) we have

dim(1:;,,(o),s)(H¤ ‘ AIWI) = dim(1,¢x>) (*\lWl((H¤ ‘ E)—1lWl() (3-2)

As follows {rom what has been seen in section 2, the operator TA1)(E) + T„i3)(E)

(T§,‘)(E),I = 1,2,3,4,5 being the operators of section 2 with sgnW = 1 ) is a negative

trace-class operator for any E E Therefore, we can neglect it in counting

the eigenvalues of A|W|i(_ H, - E)"|W|i' that are greater than one since its presence can

only lower the positive eigenvalues of the operator given by the sum of the remaining three

operators so that the right-hand side of (3.2) is bounded by

dim,,_„, (,i1;(*>«E>+ AT§‘)(E) + iT;*)(E;) (6.6)
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Furthermore, due to the divergence of the positive rank-one operator /\T§2l(E) at the

right endpoint of each gap of the type being considered we can repeat the argument of (21)

Theorem 7.5. in order to get that (3.3) is bounded by

1 (3.4)

As shown in section 2, TÄ,”(E) and T,)5)(E) are trace-class VE E [E§’N(0), N2], VN E IN

so that the second summand in (3.4) is bounded by

i (1m.‘*1.v°>11J, +11T.£“<N“>11a) - 0 wm

as N —» oo, as follows from (2.43). Therefore, if N is sufficiently large the upper bound for

the number of bound states of the Hamiltonian in the gap (E§'N(0),N2) is less than two

while the lower bound is equal to one due to Theorem 2.2 which completes the proofin the

case of a potential with finite 1 + 6·moment.•

Remark.In the case 6 = 0, T§5)(1V2) is no longer trace-class but is only Hilbert-Schmidt

so that we must use the Hilbert-Schmidt norms as a bound for the sum of the positive

eigenvalues of Ä (T,}„4)(1V2) + TÄ,5)(N2)) that are greater than one. It is immediate to show

that

11T.t‘*<N‘>11a —

0asN —+ oo so that the assertion holds also in this case.

Before considering the number of bound states occurring in the unbounded interval on

the left of the essential spectrum of the perturbed Hamiltonian we want to give an explicit

upper bound for the number of bound states inside the gap (E§N(0), N2), VN E N ( of

course, a similar bound can be found for the gaps of the other type ).
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Paoposfriou 3.2. If a < 0 and W S 0 satisfies (2.1), the following estimate holds

V H A W 1 A li W·‘ lE$:,(0),.'V‘)( ¤ " I I) S + N,N;>II¢‘ II1+

+
E-III

1+ ———l———— "(1+|.1:|)“’°W" (3 6)
2N,/ m__0 [1 +(?|m|-1)1r]‘+‘ 1 '

where ,N}E:”(0)_Ni)(Ha
— AIWI) is the number of bound states of H, — A|W| in the gap

(Eg„(0).N“).

PROOFZ According to (3.5), we have to estimate the trace-class uorms of the operators

and r,£’*)(1v¤).

As follows from what has been shown in the proof of Theorem 2.1., T,£4)(N2) is positive

and

de < Nßlggm/((1 (3.7)
er [Z N2

mc! Ia
~ —

NN?

For the trace-class norm of we have

I1- «1.Sm,nJ m,neZ

where the summands are the restrictions of T,),5I(N2) to the sets Im x I,,.

If m yé 11, T„)5)(N2) |}__,(;_ is a rank—two operator with trace-class norm bounded by

( i' i
— |W(z)|d1:) |W(1:)|d1:) (3.9)
N 1- 1.

Now we must estimate the trace·class norm of T£5I(N2) |;__,(;__, Vm E Z.

For any m E Z we can write

1Tg5)(,v2) |,_,,,_= -§ (|w|%(„,) [1N »« |W|%x,„[ (3.10)
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where x,„ is the characteristic function of the set [,„ and fy is the function defined as

follows
§sin N|1:I |1:| S gr

fNI¤?= %j8IH2N$ §·1SI:1:|S31
0 I2:| 2 31

(3.11)

It is easy to check that fN E Hf*l(IR) and that

J II' 2 .Tfwll + IINf.v||„ < 66 (3.12)
JJ ( 2

for any N E IN.

Therefore we have

7
‘ d

-1

Tg*>(N·) L )w'(r)(„, (-(E -11v) K„,(.v*) (3.13)

in which K,„(N2) is the integral operator with kernel given by

1 'FV f( ) · )IW L 314)2
•dx L .v I: yl xmw (y)I ( -

The two factors are Hilbert-Schmidt and we have the following bounds for their Hilbert-

Schmidt norms
1 6

*‘
|WI¤p¥,„ (—iä;-1N) :

Ji

62 "
I 1L 3 L LL „ -- N „ L- ..-I w . , „

IIIWI
IWI xmmy ÜN.)? II I (315)

1
S

Sg éfw 2+|INf~II§ IWI%¥m ;<3¤ IW|?x„„ ; (3.16)
2
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( in (3.16) we have used Youngs inequality and (3.12) ). Consequently,

(5) 2_ 3x „ .
HTQ (N )[l„,><l... (LZ S '- iW(.$)id·‘¤ (3-17)2N 1..

Therefore, the right-hand side 0f13.8) is bounded by

3 1 1 3
1 (2.16)

““
(.m¤iI '*

Since

V * _______L____ 1+6 ,Ä„|11(„)4.1„ g
[1+([2|m|_1.)I]l+6La(1+

|.1:|) |W(.z:)|d.v (3.19)

for any m ;é 0, and

lW(.v)[d:: g
/

(1 + |1:|)“" |W(1:)|dz (3.20)
Il II

we get

g
mél

I”‘

{ 1
1

1
5 1+ E ——-——-—— (Z / (1

1-

%·
= 1+ E [[(1+|.1:|)‘+‘°W|[% (3.21)

1)2r]1+° 1

Thus the quantity in (3.18) is bounded by

A 1+ E -—-—L-—— l[(1+|.z:|)l+‘W|| (2 22)
2N [1 + (_2|m| — 1)1r]‘+‘ 1

”“
rn;0

which together with (3.7) yields (3.6) •

Finally, we conclude this section by estimating the number of bound states of Ha + AW

in the unbounded interval (—o0,E§'(0)) {or the case (1 < 0 ( we recall that in this case

E{"(0) < 0).
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First of all, it is clear that there will be no bound states in that interval if W g 0 due

to the positivity of the Birman—Schwinger kernel for any E < E{"(0).

If W S 0 we have the following result.

THEOREM 3.3. HW S 0 and satisfies 12.1) then

· t1 s M-«.¤;eoue(. HQ — 1ewe> s 1 + ||uwe-·

(ie . ¤ 2 · (U ¤ 2
Z uwe- ee [e,. ex, Fu emu] Im — -e eweyuu [¢>., 0; E, (mu] dvdu +

mlnél
I,. KI.

«\

2|Ef'(0)|¤ ]W|1 qéi, )(Ef(0)),I2 m,¤5l ]···"]·

Hl · 2lm — ¤l1eJIW(Äu>l<z>l})(1u;E{’(0>)d=dy)
(3.23)

In particular, for oz = 0 we have the bound given by Klaus in (15), i.e.

f Ä V V r
1S ,\e(_„_„)(H0 — «\|W|)S 1+ |VP(1:)||1: — y| |VP (y)|d1:dy) (3.24)

Il (I1 ea-

PROoi·‘: By using the same method of section 1 we can determine the Green’s function for

Ho, in the unbounded interval (-00, E{’(0)) obtaining

G„(¤=„ y;E) =

= X;Te'l"'"l'[(e3(9))‘ltar1h|E|ier cosh |E|i(1I — 2mr)cosh |E|i(y — 2n1r)+

-ß(0)coth |E|i1e·
e“’"""‘°

sinhlE|i(1: — 2m1r)sinh |E|i(y - 2111*)+

- sinh |E|i(|.z: — y| - 2|m — n|zr)]
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(3.25)

for any 1: E Im, y E I„, Vm, Tl E Z with d(9) defined as in section 1.

It follows {rom (3.25) that
4

(wm 11.. — 1~:)·*|w|% = E
r;‘)(E)

(3.26)
I:lwhere ‘

TLWE) = ää(0(0))" mh ¤E¤*¤ |WIi<¢»S„"(E) (IW Ii¢i„1)(E)„ ~) z 0 (0.21)

with

(1SQ)(1:; E) = e'*""' cosh |E|i(1: — 211111) (3.28)

for any 17 E Im, Vm E Z and T,£l)(E), I = 2,3,4 are the operators with integra.1 kernels

given by

T§,2I(1:, y;E) tanh cosh |E|i'(1: — 2mx)·

·
[e’*”‘""'

'
— e°(I'“'+"‘w]

|W(y)[cosh |E|I(y — 2111r) (3.29)

TL“’(¤„y; E) =
1.

= -|W(1:)|i BiI1I1|E|%(Z — 2m1r)
e"”""I°

|W(1J)II sinh |E|i(y — 2111)

(3.30)

TL"(¤„y;E) = —§é—F@°""""°IW(·=)|i ¤i¤h |EIi(IT — ul — Ylm — ¤IT)IWfy)|i (3.31)

for any 17 E Im,y E I„, Vm,11 E Z.
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Since the Krönig-Penney relation in (-oo, E{"(0)) is given by

cosh9 = cosh 2¢r|E|i + Ä-; sinh 22r|Eli (3.32)
2|E|¤

it follows that

9(E) ~ const · |E - E{'(0)|i’ (3.33)

in a left neighbourhood of E§*(0) while

9(E) ~ 21r|E|i’ (3.34)

as E -• —oo.

Equation (3.33) implies that

,8(9) ~ const · |E — E{’(0)|i (3.35)

Since ¢£,1)(E)
E L2(1R)¤ L°°(R), VE E (—o<>,E{'(O)) we infer from (3.35) that the

nonzero eigenvalue of the positive rank-one operator TÄ,l)(E) diverges as E approaches

E{’(0) from the left.

Due to the fact that VP,, in (I.2) is infinitesimally small with respect to H0 = -3%- in

the quadratic form sense ( see (26) ) there exists C, > 0 such that Hg — C, — E S H, - E

for any E < E{’(0) and therefore

||1W1*<H„ — E>·‘ uwut ||J S 0.. 0 (0.06)

as E -> —oo.

Thus, the aforementioned rank-one divergence at E = E§(0) and (3.36) imply the exis-

tence of at least an E in (-00. E§(0)) for which equation (3.1) is satisfled and consequently

the lower bound of(3.23).
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In order to find an upper bound we need to investigate the behaviour of 2}:2
T§l)(_E)

in a left neighbourhood of E{’(_0). We are not going to repeat the proof of Theorem 2.1

to show that each summand is a continuous „ß—valued function on any closed interval

[E, E'{(0)] since it is clear that the property is true for TÄ„3)(E) while for ’I';2I(E) we can

use the same argument used for T,Ä,II(E), I = 3, 4 in section 2 and for T,1,‘)(E) the argument

used for T§5)(E), i.e. the estimate (3.22).

Since |W|i'(H,, —· E)‘1IWI1' is a. positive trace-class operator for any E < Ef'(0) we can

follow the method of ( 15) obtaining
X

/VI-¤¤.E,·(o))IH¤ — ÄIWI) S 1+ (3.37)

where {p,,,;,(E)}‘;1 are the eigenvalues of |W[i'(H„ — E)“l|W|I' in decreasing order and

the 1 is related to u,,_;(E), the greatest eigenvalue, which diverges at E{'('0).

First of all, we can write the series inside the limit in (3.37) as follows

ao
L Lu.„„g('E) = tr (|W|• (Ha — E>)—1|W|“) — p,,_1(E) (3.38)

E:2

By regarding 2}:2 T(g)(E) as a perturbation of the dominating rank-one operator

we obtain

_ 1111111 |E|i2r L 2WPa1 2'EIT I I L 2
(lWII¢h1)(E)»ZI=g 2t"<E>Iw1%¢£.‘*<E>)

with
‘Y„(_E\) —+ 0 as E —» E‘Q'(0)-.

Let us first compute

. L - - 11 IE}? L 2
1 w„H-E*W%— 0 W111IE .0(I I ( « ) I I ) (51. I) QIEIL III I ¢>„I J"? 134)
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By exploiting the positivity of |W|i(H,, — E)"|W|i, VE < Ef'(0) we have that the

limit in (3.40) is equal to

ia Et
lim /

G.,(a.z:E)|W(x)|dz — (ß(9))"Ü |W|id>$,‘)(E)"2 =
F—·E{'(°)- ia 2|E|¤ 2

ia Es ·
= |m||W(1:)|[<b£,„2)(x;E{2(02))]2 dz:) (3.41)

|E1(0)l= (me! I.,

since T,£2)(E{’(0)) = 0 and T§„22(E) has trace equal to zero for any E.

From the J1-continuity of T§l)(E). l = 2,3.4 in a left neighbourhood of Ef'(0) we get

that the second summand in (3.39) has limit equal to

(|WI2(>l}’(Ei’(0). EL; T·l·2(Ei'(0))|W|2¢$·U(E?(°))) (6 42)
H |W|ia>l,12(E{’(0))";

By means of some tedious calculations we obtain that (3.42) is equal to

L

// |W(::)I [ag)(„;1=:a·(o>>]2 4M'-
(1) ¤ 2 1

" llml + l'*l ‘ Im ‘ '*lllW(1/)l [4%, (us-Ea (0))) dwdu·x

|W(x)|¢>f:)(z; E{"(0))sinh |Ef'(0)|i (|z: — y| —- 2|m - n|1r)x
m,n ”•X ••

¤aW(y)a¢£})(¤;E;*(¤)) 4.:4))
(3.43)

By rewriting the right-hand side of (3.41) as

2tanh|E]"(0)|i1r
1 , 2

2

|F{*(0)|? ll |W|i¢ä“(E?(0))|l2
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,·- (1) •—•a· 2 . (1) a
2

· Z I I
lml|Vl ml [da. (1¤= ¤1<0))] |W€z/.>I [dn. (11:191 (011] andy (:;.441

m,n ···‘ ·~

we obtain that /\limE_,E2(0)_ ,u„,_y(E) is exactly given by the sum of the second and

third summand on the right—hand side of (3.23).

By taking the limit as oz —» 0 of the right-hand side of(3.23) we get

^ |= — vltlm ¤I 2 tlm nl l ¤ II 11 I ll

1+ J-ff IIW( 111111111YIIWII1 1R.*
”

"
which concludes the proof of the theorem.•
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4) The Green’s function of Ü, = —ic£; (9 cr; + écz ® 0;; + oz ZmEI6(- — (2m +1)1r)

inside the gaps of its essential spectrum.

ln this section we will determine the relativistic equivalent of the Green‘s function of

section 1.

First of all. let us recall that tue free Dirac Hamiltonian in one dimension is given by

— . d 1
H0 = ·-uiE®0’}_+

§c2®03
=

(4.1)—tc£- —ä

with 'D(FI()) = H2‘l(lR) ® (E2 C Lilli) ® (E2. Ö1 and 0; appearing in (4.1) are the usual

Pauli matrices

01: (4.2)

.4. = (tg 3,) (..3,

Following (4), the operator il, = Flo + 01 Zmezöß — (2m + 1 lx) is determined as the

self·adjoint operator given by

Ho: = EO

{D(H„,) = {f E
H‘*‘(B — (2% +1)vr ® 0?’|,f1 E AC4„,(R),fg E ACi„(lR — (2% +1)w);

f2 ((27** +1)*+)* f2((2m +1)*-)=
—%°”‘f1(l2m

+1)*)}
(4.4)

A complete description of the spectrum of lic, can be found in (5) and (27).

As it has been done in section 1. we sha.ll carry out all the calculations leading to the

Green’s function for E belonging to a gap where the discriminant is greater than 2 since it

will be clear how to proceed for the gaps of the other type.
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In this case the equation corresponding to (1.2) is given by

]—scg§ 6 63 + @-6* 6 63] 6 = E6
6( 2:) = e¢”¢(0)
¢>z(#+)— <b¤(#—) = —%’¢1(¤)

(4.5)

with
_ $1

in all the gaps where D(E) > 2 ( see (5), (27) and also (28) for the general theory of pexiodic

Dirac equations), while in the gaps with D(E) < -2 the only modification is a minus sign

in front of the exponential in the boundary condition in (4.5).

The first equation in (_4.5) leads to the following system of first~order differential equa-

tions
—é¤%<ä>2 = (E — ¢1

-;c;g6, = (.1: + 63
(4.6)

where |E|

>Although some long calculations are required, it is straightforward to obtain the solution

of (4.4), namely

. 6*
¢i

with

¢5f(_3;) = eftme [cos k(E)(.1: - 2m1r)+ ääcot k(E)1r sin k(E)(: - 2mx)] .

= é(,7(E))‘1 6*0 [sin k(E)(2: - 2m1r)- f-gf]-cot k(E)vr cosk(E)(1: - 2mvr )]

(4.7)
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.
Va: E [(2171 —1)r,(2m +1)x),Vm E Z with k(E) : %(/E2 —

Q and 7(E) = 9

defined by means of the relativistic counterpart of the Krönig-Penney relation, i.e.

·:osh9 = cos 21rk(E)+ %·y(E')sin 2zrk(E) (4.8)

since in the gaps we are considenng the right-hand side of (4.8) is a half of the discriminant.

By using the formula

we obtain the Wronskian for our system, namely

Wt E) = 2i(v(E)-1ß(9)cotk(E)·r (4.10)

with ß(0) defined as in section 1.

The Green’s function can be obtained by means of the analogue of (,1.15), i.e.

- 1 <z>+(z>[¢>‘]°(y). z < y”'
, ;E = —+—— _U°(: y ) -=¤W(E){ ¢ (=)[¢"]‘(y) ¤ > y

(4.11)

where
(«>=1• = (4; E)

for any E in the gaps where D(E) > 2.

Accordingly, the entries of the 2 x 2—ma.trix expressing the Green’s function are given

bv

~ . E
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X tan k(E)1v cos k(E)(1: — 2m1r)cos k(E)(y — 21112)+

-¤(H ·«;·11 k1E)1r s1nk1E)(:1: — 2m11*)si11k(QE)(y — 2111*)+

-61nk(E)(|z-y|—2|m-n|1r)] (4.12)

1% - 12**1 ,.1111=x
tan k( E)11* cos k(E)(x — 2m11*)sin k(E)(y — 211-11*)+

+ß(9)cot k( E)11* sin k(E)(1: — 2m11*)cosk(E)(y — 21111*)+

*$gT\(.·F — ykos k(E)(|1: - yl — 2|m — n|1r)] (4.13)

[Ufa — EV1] (1:, y) = Ä-e"""'""x21 2c

X [(,9(9))“1 tan k(E)x sin k(E)(1: — 211111*)cosk(E)(y — 21111*)+

+ß(H)cot k(E)11* cos k(E)(1: — 2m1r)sin k(E)(y — 21111*)+

+sgu(:—y)cosk(E)(|.1:—y|—2]m—11|1r)] (4.14)

[@1.. — 11)**] 22 (:.1) = §jä6·‘”‘*“"¤

X {(ß(9))" tan k(E)11* sin k(E)(1: — 2m1)s1n k(E)(y — 2111*)+

—ß(9)cot k( Eh cos k( E)(1: — 2m1r)cos k(E)(U — 2TI7|‘ )+

—sink(E)(|:1:—y|-—2|m-— 11|11*)] (4.15)

for any x E I,„,y E I„,m,11 E E.

Finaliy, 11 16 ue: dißiculz to check that
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||||—1m1(H —ii—E)_1=(H -·E)'1® 1 0
c—•cc 0 2

‘ Q Ü Ü

(4.16)

H, being the Schrödinger Hamiltonian of section 1, in agreement with (29).
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5) Bound states of Ü., + AW in the gaps of its essential spectrum.

In this section we will investigate the bound states of the relativistic analogue of the

Schrödinger Hamiltonian considered in the first three sections.

Also in this section we shall carry out all the proofs assuming a < 0 since everything

can easily be repeated for the case with ci > 0. We should like to remind that Ü,,.¤ < 0

is the Dirac Hamiltoman for a. negatively charged one·dimensional particle of spin § and

mass m = il in a Krönig-Penney crystal of positive ions.

In the following proofs we shall only consider the gaps characterised by having F,,(E),

the right-hand side of (4.8), greater than 1 but it is clear from what has been seen in the

previous section that the same results can be obtained for the bound states in the gaps of

the other type by using the similar expression for the Green’s function in those gaps.

In the following we shall only consider the case of a perturbing potential W having a

definite sign and for simplicity the proofs will only be given in the case of an attractive

impurity, i.e. W g 0. so that we shall look for those E's in the gaps for which there exists

a nonzero 0 E L2(]R) ® (E2 satisfying

»\IWli(Ü¤— EV*lVVli¢= ¢ (51)

Following (4), the gaps we are going to consider are given by

(1:;·„(0),g [(2N)2 + 8]*)E.
. , L 1

(5.2)

lt follows from the results of the previous section that for any E belonging to a gap
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among those in (5.2) the Birman-Schwinger kernel can be written as follows

. - -1 . 5 -
IWI? (Ha — E) IWI? = T,§‘)(E) (5.3)

I:]

where ÄI°§I)(E), I = 1,2 are the rank·one operator! given by

(1)(E) IWI 4)., (E) (IWI 4% (EX) (5-4)

~ (H k(E) 1 ~ 1~Ti"(E) = gw;) ¢£$)(E) (ItvI1¢Q>(E), (5.5)

with _ ·y(E)e’I"‘I°cosk(E)(1.· — 2mvr)
4>),“(¤;E) =

ie‘¥""I'sin k(E)(1: — 2mx)

(5.6)

and _ ·7(E)e°*"‘I0 sin k(E)(1: —2m1r)
E) =

-ie°l’"I’ cosk(E)(1: - 2mx) (5.7)
for any .v E Im, Vm E Z, ¢iS£Il(E) E (L’(1R)¤ L°°(R)) ® @2,1: 1,2 and T,I,I)(E), I = 3,4,5

are the operators on L2(_B)® (E2 whose integral kernels are given by

" 3) ' . ' 3) 1 .
U [T}. Iu(r„y,E) [15. Im(¤,y„E)
TW:. y. 1:) = ' 3) . ° 3) .IT.) I21(w„y„ E) [Ti I„(¤„y„E)

(5.8)
with 3

[Tw] (LZÜE) = ’)(E)(ß(9))—1¢¤¤k(E)·¤_°‘ 11 2c
cos cos k(E°)(y — 2mr) (5.9)
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1
-1

- 3) '
_ =_,()6(0)) ta,11k(E)1*·

cos sin (5.10)

_ _ _ .(3(9”))“1 tan lc(E)1*-4
cos k(E)(y - 2111*) (5.11)

* -1
-(3) Q =

(_8(_9))taniT°‘

]22—|W(1:)|%sin k(E)(1: - ‘2m1*) [e"""""'
— e'("“‘+‘"|)‘]

|W(y)|i' sin k(E)(y — 2111*) (5.12)

Vx E I„,,y E I„, Vm,11 E E,

T§"(r,y;E) =
·14) . · 4) .[T6 L1 (:,11,5)

[Tä(5.13)

with

- ) . _ _ _*v(E)ß(0)cot k(E)1*·[2*;* ]u(¤=„1/„E)— 26
~|w(6)1% 6111 6111 k(1J)(y - 2111) (6.14)

- .ß16)
k(”E)[¤"1.„<=»~1E> =

(5.15)
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- . (0) :k(E[Tä·"]„<=#¤6E*=
(5.16)

. _ ;3(9)cot k(E)1r~‘)
l ‘

'

'=~|W(.z:)[icos k(E)(.1: — ‘2m1r) [e“i"""w
— e'(i""+i"i)°] |W(y)|i cos k(E)(y - ‘2n1r) (5.17)

V1: E [„,,y E I„, m,n E E,

·(6) . · 6) 6 .
-

[T6 [u(¤„y,E) [T1 [U(¤,y„E)
T.£"(‘¤, 1); Ei) =

·(6) . · 6) .[21. [21(r,y,E’)
[T;(5.18)

with
‘ 6) · . —

Bill'

5) . ..

= §%|W(r)Ii e""""‘°6g¤(¤¤ — 1/)¢<>Sk(E)(i·" " 1/I — Zlm · 0I*)|W(1/)|i (520)

·6) . .._ "(5) 1 . ____[TL [T., (621)

' 6) · = .L. ‘ 6) ~ 6.22[T$ i„‘”·”»E’ M16) [T1- <·‘—”i„‘6‘·”·E’ ‘ ’
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fg,Firstof all, we notice that the operators TÄ,2(E), I = 3,4,5 are self—adjoint trace-class

operators on L2(B) $2 since each of them is of the type

-421 -422

with Au = Ah, Ag; = .4;;,, Ag; = Ah as trace·class operators on L2(R) for any E

belonging to one of the gaps in (5.2) as follows from the fact that the integral kernels

involved are of the type of those met in section 3.

By using the same technique used in the proof of Theorem 2.1. we get a completely

analogous result under assumption (2.1) on W. In order to simplify the notation we shall

use the symbol J1 to denote both J1(L2(R)® $2), the space to which T§')(E), I = 3, 4,5

belong, and ß (L2(B)), the space of [Tw) (E).
·1

LEMMA 5.1. Let W S 0 a function satisfying (2.1).

Then T,g)(E), I = 3,4, can be made ||,_7,—continuous functions 0fE on each closed

intenal

[E§'N(0), ä ((:.>N)2 + 8) 2] ,

¤ C 2 2
‘

·[E_(2N+,)(0),—; ((2N) +6 )*[ , VN 6 1N

by defining

'(G) i '(B) ·

~
[1*.. lu (E;’N(0)) [2:. ]n<Em0))

TÄ2)(E2'1v(0)i)=
[T$°’)21(E$„(0)) [T9] (E§‘N(0))

(5.23)

with entries defined by means of their Integral kernel: as follows
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0 0
’

11 c

lW(¤)|i ¢<>=l=(E5’Z)·(0))(= ·· ?m#) llml + l¤| ·· lm — ml] lW(y)Ii ws k(Eäv(0))(v — ZM)

(5.24)

12 c
1’m¤ ) llml + l¤| · lm — nl] IW(y)li Sin '=(E§„v(0))(y — 2M)

(5.25)

~ . ,, .t k(E° (0
u)

21 c

·lW(¢)li Sin k(E§'„(@))(¤ — Zmr) llml + |¤l — lm — nl] lW(u)li ¢<>¤k(E§'N(0))(y - 2¤«)

(5.26)

. °„ 0))«TL;) y
;E„, ,0 = tank(E2_„,( _ ·[ ]„<» 6. W1>>-|W(x)|i

sin — 2m1r) + |n| — |m — nl] |W(1,·)|l'sir1 k(E§'N(0))(y - 2mr)

(5.27)

V1: E [„,,y E I„, Vm,11 E Z,

19) (g [(2N)2 + 6] )) = 6 (5.28)

and similarly {or the intervals on the negative semiaxis, while {or
Ä‘)(E)

we have

T§„‘l(E§'N(0)) = 0 (5.29)
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*14) E 2 2 t -2*, (2](2N) +6] )-

([29],, (2 I2 IIZN)2 + cw]
“ *) g 2 ·' ‘)__[1;2) ) [21 [22 (; [('2N)° +221 )

(5.30)

with entries defined by means of their integral kernels as follows

· ) .2 2 2 - E 2 2 2 .(1;* ]H (2,,,, 2 [(22V) + 6*] ) - N2 (2 ](2N)° + 6*] )

·]DV(1:)]i sin N: ]]m] + ]11] — ]m - 11]] ]W(y)]i sin Ny (5.31)

12 - 26 ..

·]W(1:)]i sin N1: + ]11] — ]m - 11]] ]W(y)]i' cos Ny (5.32)

·) .£ 2 E »2 2%.+6] )
•2c2« (2[(2A«) +6]

606 N1: + ]11] — ]m — 11]] ]VV(”y)]Ö‘ sin Ny (5.33)

~ „ I .
]T;4)] 22 (Jay; ä +

=_--]W(1:)]i6osN1: + ]11] - ]m — 11]]
]W(y‘)|i' cos Ny (5.34)

V1: E l„,,y E I„, Vm, 71 E E and simiiarly for the intervals on the negative semiaxis.
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‘ T,l„5)(E) is || ||_Z-continuous on each closed interval written above.

Remark. We want to remark that condition (2.1) with 6 > 0 is required only to make

all the entries of T§5)(E) to be trace—class, since such a property holds for T§l)(E), I = 3,4

by assuming that W satisiies (2.1) with 6 = 0.

From (5.4) we see that the nonzero eigenvalue of the negative rank-one operator T¢l,1l(E)

diverges as
E2 40) E > ä

E-{ ;" (6.26)
E—(2lV+1)(0)+ E < ” 2

since

(3(9))”1 tan k(E)1r -• -00 as E -> E§N(0)+
(5 36)

(3(6*))"tank(E)vr-+0 asE-»E§N+L(0)-
U

(ß(9))°1 tan k(E)w —· 0 asE —• E‘j2N(0)- (,5
37)

tan k(E)vr —• -00 asE

->whilethe nonzero eigenvalue of the positive rank·one operator T„i2)(E) diverges as

c L
'(2N)2+ C2- E >
‘

E- ll LL T, (6.66)
-5 [(2,v)* +8]; E < -5

since
-ß(9)cot k(E)1r —» 0 asE —> E§_,"N(0)+

_ r (5.39)
-5(9)cot k(E)1r —• +00 asE —>

5 [(2N)2 + cz] “

—ß(9)cot k(E)1 —-> 0 asE
- Ef(2N+L)(0)+

L (5.40)
-s(6)cotk(12)« -• +66 az: - -5 [(21)/)2 + C2};

Therefore, |W|i'(Ü„, — E)‘l|W|i' has a large positive eigenvalue if E is in a left neigh-

bourhood of the right endpoint of each gap and a large negative eigenvalue if E is in a right

neighbourhood of the left endpoint.

At this point we are going to prove some lemmas which will be useful in the following.
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LBMMA 5.2. HW S 0 satisiies (2.1) the operators

Tm (
C ·.~, · 2 2 f 2 — 2+e] )6.21(t(n;om )

defined in Lemma 5.1. are positive.

PRÜÜFZ It is an easy concequence of the positivity of the kernel lml+ [nl- lm—nl, which has

been shown during the proof ofiTheorem 2.1., and of the form of the 2 X 2 operator-valued

matrix.:

Similarly, we have that is a negative trace—class operator in any gap

of the type which is being considered.

Differently from its non-relativistic analogue the trace-class norm of the operators

Ty) (iä- [(2N)2 + cz] i) does not go to zero as N goes to infinity as the following [emma

shows.

LEMMA 5.3. HW S 0 satisfies (2.1 ), then

1”
Ä

""""“”"" [*5**)
mel "*

PRo01=‘: First of all, we notice that the trace-class norm of the 2 x 2 J1-operator-valaed

matrix (5.30) is given by the sum of the trace-class norms of its diagonal entries as follows

by using

wc
0

and
0
$1

as an orthonormal basis for L2(lB.) ® C2, {wijf;1 being any orthonormal basis for L2(R).
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Then we obtain ‘ ti ä 2 2 t =HT; (-„_2[(2N> +.4] ) Ä

= [(2N tg + 62]%)
Ä 2|m||W(1:)|sin2N.:d.:+

mel "‘

+ 2|m|lW(r)|cos2 N.: dx] N—+ Q |m||W(:)l d.: (5.42)
mel

I‘* qm C
mel I·

where we have exploited the identities singt = 1-äggßg, cos}! = the Riemann-

Lebesgue lemma and the fact that limg...i,„ 1(E) = 1.¤

Furthermore, since the diagonal entries of T§,5)(EN), EN being either endpoint of the

N-th closed interval of the type being considered, contain the factor

it is clear that the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the operator does not go to zero as N —• too.

However, the Jpnorm of the operator, i.e. the trace of its fourth power, does due to the

oscillations of the convolution kernel.

LEMMA 5.4. HW E LWB) then

0 (5.43)

where EN is either endpoint of

[E§'N(0), g ((‘2N)2 + eq?] E > gg

((2N E <
—%

PROOF: Since L
2 2 4II ee)
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it easily follows that

·°<‘·)
E 2W)IIR,( N >IIl 5 önzsgtz ,, IU(EN>II$I (6.46)

Therefore we must simply show that the J;-norm of each entry goes to zero as N goes

to infinity. Since all the entries have kernels of the type

where f(.1: — y) is either

sink(EN)(|1· —— yl — 2|m — 1•|1r”),V: E I„,,Vy E I„, Vm, rt E Z

Of

sgn(1: — y)cosk(EN )(|:: — yl — 2|m — n|1r),V.1: E I,„,Vy E I„ Vm,n E Z

the method of the proof is the same for all the entries and therefore we shall only show that

-(5) E 1
_2 2 i. —, . .IIIT„ Iu(2[('.2V) +«:] I LNAN0 (6.46)

In fact, we have
Q) 2 A + Q 4 II‘ =

2
='(s)2§ 22% =4§ 22;l'_(om

|W(2:)I|W(y)| |W(¢)| si¤N|s — ¢| sin N]: — y|dtI. dxdy —· 0
R2 R N—•oo

(6.47)

as a. consequence of the R.iemann·Lebesgue lemma and of the dominated convergence

theorem.¤

Before giving the main result of this section we want to single out the special case in

which the impurity W has compact support contained in a lattice cell.
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PROPOSITION 5.5. If W g 0 has compact support entirely contained in a Iattice cell and is

bounded, then Ü, — «\|VV| has only one bound state in each sufticiently remote gap ofits

essential spectrum.

PROor·‘: Without loss of generality. we can assume that supp W is entirely contained inside

the lattice cell centred at 0.

First of all, we notice that in this case

1w1%( iz, (6.461

with

-0) =
tß(Ü))°1t&II % (1) . ä, (1) 'T, (E1 (W1 5, (E1 (1w1 6, (E1,) (,5.49)

where
cos

(5.501
isin k(E).z:

~ 2) (Q). „- ,rt <m 1 1 6.. im (1v 1 «>.. im. ) 16.611
where

(5.52)
—i cos k(E):c

and the entries of fl”Ä5)(E) have the following integral kernels

[T.i°l]u(¤„y;E) = IW(=¤)Ii Sin l=(E)|¤ - ul lW<u)Ii (563)

[Tgsll U(n. y; E) = é |W(_1:)|i sgn(n - y) cos k(E)(1: — y) \W(y)|i (5.54) ·

· 61 . _ _ ' 61 .[T; ]u(x,y, E1 - [rg ]U(x,y, E1 (5.55)
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-
1 -Tüll ‘ , ;E = -1-- [Tin] . ;E 5.56

l°'
22(xy )

72(E) °
1i(xy i

(Werecall that the eigenvalues of A|W|i'(Ü„ — E)'l|W|i are increasing functions of E

inside each gap a.nd that for our purpose we may neglect the negative rank·one operator

T„1,l)(E). Furthermore, we have that vanishes at the left endpoint of each gap so

that the positive part of .\|VV1i'(H,, — E)"1|W|i at the left endpoint is simply given by

that of AT„15)(E), whose greatest eigenvalue is less than one provided N is suiilciently large

as a consequence of Lemma 5.4.. This fact and the divergence of AT$,2)(E) at the right

endpoint of each gap imply that for N sufficiently large the greatest positive eigeuvalue as

an increasing function of E will always cross the horizontal line 1 from which we obtain the

existence of at least a bound state in each sufticiently remote gap.

By repeating the argument of section 3 at the right endpoint we have that the number

of bound states in the gap (E§'N(0), § [(2N)2 + cz] T) is bounded by

QS)E1+(2 [(... ) +6] (5.57)

as follows from Lemma 5.4., which implies that there will only be one bound state in each

suthciently remote gap .•

It also follows easily from Proposition 5.5. that if W is supported in only one lattice cell

and A is sußiciently small H, — A|W| has only one bound state in each gap of its essential

spectrum.

At this point we state and prove the main result of this section.

THEOREM 5.6. HW g 0 satisfies (2.1) then

i) VA > 0, the number of bound states of the Dirac Hamütonian H, — A|W| inside any

öl



gap of its essential spectrum is finite:

1]) there exists at least a bound state of ÄL, - A|W| in each sufliciently remote gap;

iii) the number of bound states in each sutticiently remote gap of the type

6 6 · {-*5 l(2N)2 + C2] )

or 6

(E;„1i0).§ (1261)* + J] t)

is bounded by
A

1+ (5.58)
6 . 1mc! "

where [1:] denotes the integral part of.: and a similar estimate holds {or the gaps of the

other type.

Pnoorc The proof of the existence of eigenvalues of fifa — A|W| in each sufiiciently remote

gap follows exactly the same lines of that in Proposition 5.5. since for our purpose we may

neglect the negative trace~class operator TÄ1)(E)+ TÄ,3)(E) and since the positive trace-class

operator T§2)(E) + TÄ‘)(E) vanishes at the left endpoint of each gap so that ii) follows from

Lemma 5.4..

By repeating the argument of Theorem 3.1. we get that the number of bound states of

Äh, — A|W| in the gap (E§'N(0), ä [(2N)2 + cz] l) is bounded by

· 4) Q 2 2 ä 6) Q —2 2 é1+ (AT; (2 [(2N) + C] )+ AT; (2 [(2N) (5.59)

and similarly for the gaps of the same type located in the negative part of the spectrum.

By using an argument similar to that of(4),Theorem XHI.80 we obtain that the quantity

in (5.59) is bounded by

1 + d1m(,_„) (AT;*> [(2N)2 + J] + 611%;;, (AT;‘> [(2.v)° + J] (6.60)
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which in its turn is bounded by

4 's)(§ 2
2§·)‘

1+ AMT; (2 [(2A) + A "T; 2 [(2.v) +6] L (5.61)

proving i).

From Lemma 5.3. and Lemma 5.4. we obtain that for N sufficiently large the integral

part of the quantity in (5.61) is given by the quantity in (5.58) which implies the upper

bound iii).:

It follows [rom Lemma 5.2. and Lemma 5.4. that we might have more than one bound

state for Ü, - „\|W| in each remote gap of its essential spectrum.

The possibility of having more than one bound state in each sufficieutly remote gap of

a„,(1iI„,— 2\|W|) is related to the existence ofthe so-called "Dirac impurity states"or "Dirac

localised states", i.e. relativistic bound states which have no non-relativistic analogue since

they merge with the band edges in the NR limit (c —~ oo), according to the terminology

introduced in papers such as (16) and (17).

We would like to recall here that (17) is concerned with the relativistic version of the

Krönig -Penney model with a substitutional impurity given by a 6—function of different

strength at one of the lattice sites.

In our analysis, in which we have used a more realistic impurity given by a short-

range potential in the sense of (2.1), we have seen that the existence of a possible Dirac

impurity state inside the gap (E§N(0), § [(2N)2 +
cz] i) for N large ( and similarly for the

correspondent gap in the negative part of the spectrum ) is related to the existence of Ey

inside that gap {or which the operator ATÄ4l(EN) has an eigenvalue equal to one since the

the bound state arising {rom the divergence of the rank·one operator T;,2l(E) at the right

endpoint of the gap has always a relativistic counterpart.
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However, it follows from (5.58) that if the range of energies of both the periodic potential

and the impurity is that af solid-state physics. i.e.

<<
cg

mel I-

such Dirac impurity states cannot appear.

Finally, we want to point out that the case of an interstitial impurity given by

21711), 0

for a. certain rh E Z is quite peculiar and perhaps a bit misleading if one were to consider

it as a starting point in order to carry out the general analysis about Dirac localised states.

In fact, assuming without loss of generality that rh = 0 and that

/
|W(1:)|d2: =1,

IR.

by using a method similar to that of (5), ChapterI.3.2 we get that in this particular case

the Birman·Schwinger kernel is simply given by

—»\IWFÖ«(0,0;E)IWF = —·\Z%l(ß(9))’1 M k(E)# {IWF 6:* 0} (IIWF <9 0}. +

l r 1.+1\-———ß 9 cotk E): 0% W 0% W ¤ ,·) 5.62)II} (.

which shows that the origin of the relativistic bound state is purely "positronic" and there-

fore there is no non-relativistic counterpart in agreement with the Sa.xon~Hutner result for

the non-relativistic case. according to which the gaps of the type (E§'N(0), N2) do not con-

tain bound states of the Schrödinger Hamutonian H, - «\6(·) if oz < 0. «\ > 0. This is

completely different from the case of real interactions for which the "electronic component"

of T},2)(E) is always different {rom zero.
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